Influence of variation in semiflexed knee positioning during image acquisition on separate quantitative radiographic parameters of osteoarthritis, measured by Knee Images Digital Analysis.
The clinical application of quantitative measurement of separate radiographic parameters of knee osteoarthritis (OA) might be hampered by a lack of reproducible semiflexed joint positioning during acquisition of radiographs. The influence of systematic variations in knee positioning on measurement of separate quantitative radiographic parameters was studied. Five components of knee position during radiographic acquisition (beam height, lower and upper leg extension, internal rotation, and lateral shift) were systematically varied within a clinically relevant range, using three cadaver legs. The influence of these variations on the measurement of the separate quantitative radiographic parameters by Knee Images Digital Analysis (KIDA) was evaluated. Significant changes were validated in vivo. Changes were compared with differences during 2-year follow-up in a radiographic progression cohort of early OA. Systematic variation in upper and lower leg extension induced changes in the measurement of joint space width (JSW). Lower leg extension also influenced osteophyte area and eminence height measurement. Also bone density measurement was influenced by variation in all five position components. Variations were of clinical relevance compared with 2-year differences in knees with radiographic progression, and were confirmed in vivo. Variations in semiflexed knee positioning, which are considered to occur easily during image acquisition in trials and clinical practice despite standardization, are of significant influence on the quantitative measurement of most separate radiographic parameters of OA using KIDA. The additional value of quantitative measurement might improve significantly by better standardization during radiographic acquisition; with radiography still being the gold standard for structure-modification in OA.